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MARKET OUTLOOK
We are entering a phase of strong corporate earnings cycle and expect corrections in Indian markets
will be short lived and not very meaningful. Demand or growth is firing across almost all sectors and
coming back to pre-covid levels. This will lead to strong corporate earnings growth in the 2nd half of
FY22 and also for the full year of FY23. We expect value including the likes of capital goods &
engineering, utilities, manufacturing sector, select PSUs will continue to get recognised in terms of
relative undervaluation. Incidentally, earnings of capital goods companies are at cyclical lows and can
improve significantly as capex cycle picks up.

Corporate capex or investment outlook is definitely looking up again after many years of continuous
decline. Now this is driven by PLI linked investments, commodity up-cycle and growth in emerging
segments like data centres. New capex or investments are being done in sectors like cement, metals, oil
& gas, pharma and chemicals, consumer electronics.
The other interesting part is real estate cycle is coming back after multi year lows, largely contributed
by lucrative interest rates of 6.5-7%. Work from home gaining prominence or improvement in hiring or
salary hikes in IT sector will have a positive rub-off on demand in real estate sector. As such, we expect
unsold inventory to recede with higher volume sales before real estate prices also start appreciating.
And it is a given that, when real estate sector revives, it creates multiplier effect on the economy - be it
cement, steel, pipes and other building products including generation of employment. So we are
positive on residential demand though commercial space will still take some time to come back.
The only challenge business is facing is not on the demand side, but on the rising raw material or cost
side of the equation or supply chain disruption including logistic and freight challenges and now even

power or fuel cost. This may probably have temporary negative impact on the margins of corporate
sector in the near term. Though firms with pricing power and ability to pass-on cost hikes are better
placed.
Tata’s taking over Air India is a bold divestment decision. This will not only entail huge savings for the
exchequer but also lead to efficiency over time. For PSUs in general, if what is planned as part of overall
reforms, such as setting up of an Asset Restructuring Company, Monetisation of assets, Privatisation,
Divestment & providing liquidity support to power Discoms is implemented well, then we could see
revival of PSUs and its efficiency. They have been traditionally undervalued for many reasons including
poor capital allocation or loss of market share to private sector etc. But looks like, value of their ‘real”
assets may finally get recognised. But again, one needs to be selective, as certain PSUS may enjoy
monopoly with good capital efficiency, while some may still have relative stress in balance sheets.
So, the structural foundation of this bull market is very much on with low interest rates and earnings
revival despite near term cost pressures. Though, some pockets of market are no longer cheap and one
needs to be selective and increase tenure of holding period to expect reasonable returns. Hence, buy
and hold approach in portfolio makes sense to take advantage of the beginning of a very secular
growth in the economy.

Our portfolio strategy
As bottom-up investors, our relative preference continues towards investing in growth companies
with resilient earnings in sectors such as agriculture (which includes crop protection). Speciality
chemicals (that are building blocks for agro-chemicals, pharma or flavours & fragrances that are in the
consumer category) are a good part of our portfolio. Besides, we like engineering & capital goods, real
estate, housing finance, cement that is a good proxy to infra and housing investment. We also like
digital platform or select technology companies in cloud migration services. In addition, there could
be beneficiaries on Govt’s ethanol blending programme. In general, our emphasis will continue to own
companies that will benefit from long term sustainable structural changes led by import substitution
and thrust on local manufacturing, ongoing digitisation wave, shift from unorganised to organised
sector and green technology. Covid disruption has clearly accelerated shift from weaker unorganised
players in favour of more organised larger players to capture market share gains.

We mention our views on few prominent sectors that form part of our portfolio Capital Goods & Manufacturing - We believe time has come in the manufacturing sector driven by
government’s PLI scheme of close to Rs 1.97 lac cr over the next 5 years, metals up-cycle besides other
factors like anti-dumping duty adopted locally, while China + 1 strategy being adopted globally. Govt’s
thrust on import substitution is likely to play out well over the next many years through raising of
anti-dumping duty or providing production linked incentive (PLI) scheme. This may benefit sectors such
as electronics, medical devices & mobile phone manufacturing, autos, chemicals, metals and even
defense.
Real estate cycle is coming back after multi year lows, largely contributed by lucrative interest rates of
6.5-7%, work from home gaining prominence or even driven by salary hikes in IT sector. As such, we
expect unsold inventory to recede with higher volume sales before real estate prices also start
appreciating. And it is a given that, when real estate sector revives, it creates multiplier effect on the
economy - be it cement, steel, pipes and other building products including employment. So we are
positive on residential demand while commercial space will still take some time to come back.
Importantly, this is one sector where we are witnessing the biggest shift in demand from local/C grade
developers to large and deep pocketed A grade developers.
Specialty chemicals is another area we have invested given continued business shift from China due to
pollution control norms or expected China+1 strategy to have India as an alternate supply source. Huge
amount of capex (almost over 4000-5000 cr over next 3 years) is happening in this space which is an
indicator of growth prospects of speciality chemicals business led by expansion. Commodity chemicals
too are witnessing abnormal margins due to Chinese supply curtailment or due to supply chain issues it is difficult to say whether it is sustainable or not, but near term earnings momentum for commodity
chemicals looks very strong. However, specialty chemicals in niche products and applications we prefer,
given their better character of business in terms of being less volatile and sustainable growth.
Banks and Financials - few months back, we were cautious on the sector given uncertainty on
sustaining good asset quality with lockdowns in covid period. However, Pandemic-induced pain so far
on asset quality has been lower than expected. Larger conservative Banks and NBFCs have already
done front-loading of provisions and have guarded well against any potential risks due to covid stress
on their borrowers. While disbursements have started to pick up, we are not sure if gross NPA will
continue to trend down for certain segments of SME or micro finance. However, we are quite positive
on housing finance companies on the back of strong real estate demand, low interest rates and better
asset quality. Overall valuations in the sector are in favour.
Cement - We expect the up-cycle in cement demand to continue on improving volume and pricing.
Cement volumes had double-digit growth in the past few months driven by rural housing and govt infra
projects. Volume momentum has been improving month on month and across business segments
(whether retail or institutional segment) and across geographies. There is also improved pricing
scenario. PM Awas Yojna will see acceleration of construction of affordable housing across grameen and
urban areas. The good part of cement business is that sector is cash flow generating v/s EPC
companies in infra sector that is working capital intensive with poor cash flows. Hence, we like
cement as a proxy to India’s infrastructure sector.

Textile sector will certainly benefit from PLI scheme and human rights issue in one of the Chinese
province that is a textile zone. So whether it is the yarn or home textile manufacturer, demand outlook
appears to be strong from US & Europe. Even domestic apparel industry, specifically branded textiles is
expected to come back sharply post covid period and opening up of the economy.
Renewable and green energy - there are many businesses that one can choose from - like engineering
companies that provide machinery to produce bio-fuel to even sugar companies that may benefit from
ethanol blending programme. Besides, select listed companies that are in EV value chain may also
benefit. So we believe this is a long term structural theme that may improve earnings of many
companies in the green energy eco-system.
Avoiding
Hotels despite being one of the open up trade, we are avoiding given poor ROCE profile. Similarly, infra
companies we have lower exposure in the portfolio due to it being a tender business with lack of pricing
power besides higher working capital intensity that restricts cash flow growth.
We also avoid IPOs (new issues) that are prices expensive or buying growth at any price. It’s better to
buy growth companies that are reasonably priced.
With strong demand conditions, low interest scenario, revival in corporate investment cycle and
expected earnings growth, we remain constructive on Indian equities. After a strong rally over the last
one year, one needs to however have moderate return expectations. Though equities will still remain
the best asset class to own v/s real estate, gold or fixed deposits. As bottom up stock pickers, our
endeavour will continue to provide better returns to our investors through superior stock selection.
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